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ABSTRACT 
Development and all issues that pertain to it, has been a hot topic since the turn of the century. 
Governments have set up programs and agendas that they would like to follow to implement 
development in areas such as social, education, health and environment. Traditionally developing 
of communities has always been a government’s mandate. Corporate society established that to 
live in harmony with its neighbours, it was better to plough back into the community. That said it 
was paramount to see how the both development and CSI/R can be intertwined reasons behind 
this qualitative research were to establish if the Kenya Pipeline Company CSI initiatives can be 
used to promote development. The research methodology used was interviews, distribution of 
questionnaire and document review. These methods were settled on since they allowed the 
researcher to gain more knowledge and a greater understanding of the data collected and in it’s 
the natural setting. Kenya Pipeline Company’s CSI/R policy is not quite in place and 
development could be pegged to the ethnic group or geographical region that the Managing 
Director comes from. Stakeholders do not quite contribute and are seldom involved in the 
decision making process. The first benefactors are the communities that fall by the way- leave of 
the pipeline moving out. A conclusive policy document needs to be put in place to curb the 
powers given to a single individual and to be able to involve the various stakeholders so as to 
ensure sustainable development initiatives.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 INTRODUCTION, PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OVERVIEW OF STUDY 
1.1.      INTRODUCTION 
Corporate Social Investment/Responsibility (CSI/R) is not a new occurrence by any 
stretch of the imagination. For more than a century organizations have been giving back 
to the community in ways that they deem fit. Corporate Social Investment/Responsibility 
(CSI/R) has many terminologies hence the literature written may be wide and varying. 
Most of the literature is found from the United States of America where Howard 
Bowmen’s (1953) book Social Responsibilities of the Businessman is seen as one of the 
frontrunners on this topic (Carroll, 1999). CSI/R however in the last century has really 
taken off with a number of companies embracing it more and even setting departments 
whose sole mandate is to maintain the good neighbourliness. Over the years CSI/R has 
evolved and the contemporary agenda is founded on the premise that businesses are part 
of society, their relationship with society is interdependent, and they have the potential to 
make a positive contribution to societal goals and aspirations (Swift el al. 2002).  
 
Corporate social investment (CSI) is external to the normal business activities of a 
company and is not primarily undertaken for purposes of increasing company profit, nor 
is it driven primarily as a marketing initiative, although it can help a company develop a 
competitive advantage (CSI Solutions, 2007). Corporate social investment is good 
because it balances power with responsibility, responds to public needs, expectations and 
can contribute to correcting societal imbalances implicit in most economies (Frederick et 
al, 1988:36). Past theories tend to create a more negative; anti-business attitude. This is 
largely due to the fact that, historically, businesses have behaved in an unsustainable 
manner (Smith, 1990). Development in international parlance encompasses the need and 
the means by which to provide better lives for people in poor countries. It includes not 
only economic growth, although that is crucial, but also human development—providing 
for health, nutrition, education, and a clean environment (Globalisation, 2012). In recent 
years, CSR has been linked with sustainable development. The sustainable development 
position holds that business has a moral responsibility to ensure that its activities be 
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ecologically sustainable (Bichta, 2003). This leads to the following research question 
formulated under the Main Research Question. 
 
1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 The purpose of this research paper is to find out if a parastatal company with a particular 
 reference to the Kenya Pipeline Company‘s CSR/CSI programmes with a specific 
 mention as to whether they are using the programmes to encourage development and 
 whether they have empowered the beneficiaries.    
 
1.3. MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION 
 The main question of this research study is: 
 “Has Kenya Pipeline’s Company Corporate Social Investment/ Responsibility been    
 successful in promoting development?” 
1.3.1.  Sub-questions 
In order to answer the main research problem, the following sub-questions need to be 
solved: 
 What is KPC’s policy and mandate in regards to Corporate Social Investment? 
 What development initiatives has KPC carried out? 
 Are the different stakeholders consulted and involved in the development 
initiatives? 
 How can all stakeholders work together to promote development? 
 
1.4.    SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
Corporate Social Initiative/ Responsibility in any organization is a significant branch of 
its operations. Organizations have been silently pressurized to embrace CSI/R around the 
world and Kenya has not been left behind. Kenya Pipeline Company is a parastatal 
organization that gets part of its funding from the government. This stated it is worth to 
note that in the funding an allocation for CSR is also accounted for. Government has 
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acknowledged that different organisations through their CSR docket can be used in 
promoting development. KPC has also acknowledged that they have a mandate to help 
with the development. The research aims to see if the CSI/R can be relied on as a tool to 
endorse development and from an institution that is part funded by the government. 
Another purpose of the study is because there is very little information in regards to 
CSI/R and development; this could be used to bridge the gap that is present for future 
studies thus aiding the ones practicing CSI/R and those who will practice it in future. 
  
1.5.     DELIMINATION OF THE RESEARCH 
Deliminating the research ensures that the research undertaken is not too broad or 
generalised and therefore makes the information more manageable. 
1.5.1.   The Organisation  
This research will be conducted at Kenya Pipeline Company, a parastatal company 
located in Nairobi. The focus will be on the relationship between KPC, Government of 
Kenya and the various development stakeholders.  
 
1.5.2.  Geographic Delimitation  
The research will be limited to the Kenya Pipeline Company Head Office, located on 
Sekondi Road in Industrial Area, Nairobi and its offices around the country.  
 
1.5.3.  Level of Management.  
The research study will be conducted to include mainly the staff of Corporate 
Communications section and other departments who may have either direct or indirect 
impact with the CSI/CSR. 
1.6.      RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
An extensive literature study will form the basis of the research. The literature study will 
comprise of, the history of CSI, Governments and CSI, and how CSI can be used for 
development. The research is a qualitative one using an explorative questionnaire and 
interviews to complete the research study. The purpose questionnaire and interviews will 
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play a critical role in acquiring information from the respondents which will be used to 
analyse the topic.  
1.7. CHAPTER OUTLINE 
The guided research is divided into five chapters which are as follows:- 
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the research study. The problem statement, main 
and sub-problems, the significance and delimitation of the research, and key concepts are 
presented. An explanation of the significance of the research project is also provided. 
Chapter 2 comprises of a literature review about corporate social 
investment/responsibility. A brief history and implementation of corporate social 
investment discussed. In addition development and how CSR has over the course of time 
impacted it will be discussed. 
Chapter 3 shows the research methodology utilised to complete the study. 
Chapter 4 contains the findings and a brief interpretation given. 
Chapter 5 is the final chapter which includes a brief summary of the research, 
conclusions and recommendations. 
1.8. SUMMARY 
In this chapter the research topic has been discussed in order to introduce the study to that 
will be undertaken. The main problem and the sub-problems have been defined. The 
delimitations of the research study have been explained. The significance of the research 
has been explained to explain why the topic is important. In addition, the research 
methodology used during the research study has been briefly explained.  
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CHAPTER 2 
CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT 
2.1. INTRODUCTION  
In this chapter, an in-depth literature review and discussion on corporate social 
investment/responsibility and development will be done. Aspects of both areas will be 
discussed, with an emphasis on the relationship between the two. The Kenya Pipeline 
Company current social investment program will also be discussed. The purpose of this 
chapter is to establish the link between corporate social investment/responsibility and 
development and how the former can be used to sustain development opportunities. 
2.2.  CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT DEFINED 
Corporate social investment has picked momentum in the last century with more and 
more organisations seeing the benefit of engaging in this venture. Corporate social 
investment or responsibility is practiced in a majority of the countries from businesses 
with millions in turnover to the small enterprises. Organisations noticed that carrying out 
corporate social investment/ responsibility activities was good in building of goodwill 
with the communities around them. Bowen, (1953) describes it as the social 
responsibility of the businessman and that the actions of these firms touch or affect the 
lives of citizens at many points. Another definition, it is the practices of the corporation 
that as part of their corporate strategy, complementary and in support of the main 
business activities, explicitly seek to avoid damage and promote the well-being of 
stakeholders (clients, suppliers, employees, financial resource providers, community, 
government and the environment) by complying with current rules and regulations and 
voluntarily going beyond those requirements, (Vives, 2004). The literature found in 
regards to corporate social responsibility has had both negative and positive views. The 
older the literature the more negative the views, this is largely due to the fact that, 
historically, businesses have behaved in an unsustainable manner (Smith, 1990). 
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2.3.  IN THE BEGINNING  
While a business’s main agenda is to create profit in order to remain viable, over time 
many organisations discovered that they had to live in harmony with their neighbours. In 
doing so these organisations had to invest in the community around them and build good 
relations. For a number of years it was only a group of a selected few who enjoyed the 
majority of the returns from the business despite a larger number of people breaking their 
backs. Though it was deemed as a good idea for businesses to run profits they had to 
think of other areas such as the environment, society and so forth. This is how corporate 
social responsibility was born. With organisations shifting their core focus from 
themselves and on to the society around them harmonious living and sustainable 
development was achieved. 
Literature on corporate social investment has been varied and not too extensive thus the 
different definitions. The earliest literature that can be found is by Howard Bowen 
(1953), Social Responsibility of the Businessman where he defines corporate social 
responsibility as the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those 
decisions, or to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of the objectives 
and values of our society. Davis (1960) further elaborates on Bowen’s definition by 
stating that the businessman's decisions and actions taken for reasons at least partially 
beyond the firm's direct economic or technical interest which need to be commensurate 
with the company’s social power. Nexen (2009) said corporate social responsibility is a 
commitment to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while 
improving the quality of life of our workforce their families as well as the local 
community at large. Eells and Walton (1961) argued that CSR refers to the "problems 
that arise when corporate enterprise casts its shadow on the social scene, and the ethical 
principles that ought to govern the relationship between the corporation and society.” 
Carroll, (1999) states that formal writing on social responsibility however, is largely a 
product of the 20th century, especially the past 50 years. Furthermore, although it is 
possible to see footprints of corporate social responsibility throughout the world (mostly 
in developed countries), formal writings have been most evident in the United States, 
where a sizable body of literature has accumulated. To further define corporate social 
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responsibility a number of models were presented to classify corporate behaviour. The 
earliest one recorded was by Sethi (1975) which had three tiers namely:- 
a)  Social obligation (response to legal and market constraints); 
b) Social responsibility (addressing societal norms, values and expectations of          
performance); 
c)  Social responsiveness (anticipatory and preventive adaptation to social needs).  
In addition to the above Sethi (1975) also emphasized the cultural and temporal 
dependencies of corporate responsibilities and the importance of stable management 
systems and standard classifications to facilitate measurement of progress and 
comparative analysis. Carroll (1979), proposed a model that contains the following four 
categories of corporate responsibility in decreasing order of importance: 
a)       Economic - be profitable; 
b)       Legal - obey the law; 
c)        Ethical- do what is right and fair and avoid harm; 
d)       Discretional / philanthropic- be a good corporate citizen. 
He later modified and put these categories into a pyramid format (Figure 2.1) to further 
emphasize the different categories and make it easier each of them individually but also 
see how their obligations are in constant tension with one another (Carroll, 1991). 
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Figure 2.1: Carroll’s CSR Pyramid 
 
Source: Carroll, 1979 p. 498 
2.4.  THE NAYSAYERS 
Like any new notion corporate social responsibility has been not been spared, it has been 
bashed by the critics. The negativism towards it started early on with Milton Friedman 
(1970) in his article where he stated that a business’s main responsibility was to generate 
profit for its shareholders. Companies that profits were lower would make the 
organization not so competitive in the market. This in turn would lead to closure and 
redundancy. Friedman notably asked how a business can have responsibilities as only 
people have responsibilities. Makower (2006) added to Friedman’s argument saying that 
“corporate social responsibility," "sustainable business," and other such monikers are a 
distraction from their core obligation: to act on their shareholders' best interests. That is, 
acting "responsibly" risks reducing profits or forgoing revenue in the name of social 
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good. To sceptics, CSR is antithetical to sound business practice and serves to dilute its 
focus on wealth creation (Clement-Jones, 2005; Murray, 2005).  Friedman (1970) 
concluded that the difficulty of exercising 'social responsibility' illustrates, of course, the 
great virtue of private competitive enterprise. It forces people to be responsible for their 
own actions and makes it difficult for them to 'exploit' other people for either selfish or 
unselfish purposes. They can do well but only at their own expense. 
 
There have been other anti CSR pundits such as the Corporate Watch (2012) portal which 
lists a number of arguments against CSR. The author writes that corporate social 
responsibility enables business to pose ineffective market-based solutions to social and 
environmental crises, deflecting blame or problems caused by corporate operations onto 
the consumer and protecting their interests while hampering efforts to find just and 
sustainable solutions.  
2.5. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY IN KENYA 
Kenya like most countries has embraced corporate social responsibility and like its other 
counterparts is plagued by the similar problems. CSR is not a new phenomenon here and 
it can be traced back a number of years mostly with the larger organisations. However 
this has changed as even the smaller companies are striving to leave their mark on 
society. When CSR is mentioned to the common man the first thing that they understand 
is charity to the needy or giving back to the society which should not be the case (Njino, 
2012). Likewise when organisations talk of corporate social responsibility they mean 
community engagement which is way more than charity to the needy and giving back to 
society. The main rationale why companies get involved in CSR is to improve the image 
of the company. Others include corporate sustainability, adherence to mission statement 
or CSR policy (Njino, 2012). 
Kenya falling in the developing countries bracket according to the World Bank’s 
classifications of lower and middle income countries has some of the following 
characteristics according to Visser (2008: 150-152) :-  
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 CSR tends to be less formalised or institutionalised in terms of the CSR 
benchmarks commonly used in developed countries, i.e. CSR codes, 
standards, management systems and reports. 
 Where formal CSR is practised, this is usually by large, high profile national 
and multinational companies, especially those with recognised international 
brands or those aspiring to global status. 
 Formal CSR codes, standards and guidelines that are most applicable to 
developing countries tend to be issue specific (e.g. fair trade, supply chain, 
HIV/AIDS) or sector led (e.g. agriculture, textiles, mining). 
 In developing countries, CSR is most commonly associated with philanthropy 
or charity, i.e. through corporate social investment education, health, sports 
development, the environment and other community services. 
 Making an economic contribution is often seen as the most important and 
effective way for business to make a social impact, i.e. through investment, 
job creation, taxes, and technology transfer. 
 Business often finds itself engaged in the provision of social services that 
would be seen as government’s responsibility in developed countries, e.g. 
investment in infrastructure, schools, hospitals and housing. 
 The issues being prioritised under the CSR banner are often different in 
developing countries, e.g. tackling HIV/AIDS, improving working conditions, 
provision of basic services, supply chain integrity and poverty alleviation. 
 Many of the CSR issues in developing countries present themselves as 
dilemmas or trade-offs, e.g. development versus environment, job creation 
versus higher labour standards, and strategic philanthropy versus political 
governance. 
 The spirit and practice of CSR is often strongly resonant with traditional 
communitarian values and religious concepts in developing countries, e.g. 
African humanism (ubuntu) in South Africa, coexistence (kyosei) in Japan and 
harmonious society(xiaokang) in China. 
Developing countries present a distinctive set of CSR agenda challenges which are 
collectively quite different to those faced in the developed world. It is in developing 
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countries where the social and environmental crises are usually most acutely felt in the 
world (WRI, 2005; UNDP, 2006); 
 
In Kenya the most common community causes that companies support are environmental 
conservation, education, charity, sports, sponsoring NGOs & CBOs, famine/hunger relief 
assistance, healthcare support & sponsorship and temple/mosques/churches support 
(Njino, 2012).  Unlike organizations in developed countries who have a specific 
department for CSR with its own budget in Kenya most of the corporate social 
responsibility functions are run by either one of the following departments Public 
Relations and Communications, Marketing, CSR Foundation or Human Resources. Most 
organisations give based on requests made to them or the re-active approach. The 
amounts spent range from KSH. 25,000 to KSH. 150 million depending on the size and 
the budget of organisation. The greatest internal hindrance to CSR is lack of funds while 
the external hindrances include lack of tax incentives, beneficiary management practices 
and potential for brand mileage. The Figure 2.2 below shows a snapshot of CSR practices 
in Kenya:-  
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Figure. 2.2 Snapshot of CSR practices in Kenya 
 
 Source: Ufadhili Trust, 2010 
2.6. DEVELOPMENT 
Government of Kenya (GoK) has a mandate to provide basic social amenities to its 
citizens. However in the last fifty years or so they have been unable to provide 
efficiently. This is due to factors such as corruption, rapid growth in population, lack of 
funds, lack of skill to name but a few. The reasons stated have in turn impacted the lives 
of citizens and the environment so that they are not able to access services such as 
medical, clean water, electricity, infrastructure amongst others. Government has realized 
to provide and increase development in the country it has to adopt new strategies and 
Operate
Philanthropy
Ad-hoc social investment
Strategic Social Engagement
Sustainable Business
We operate here! Pay 
taxes, provide employment 
and stick to the law. 
We give lots of money 
to charity. 
We have projects we 
support when it is 
convenient and funds 
are available. 
CSR is about the way 
we do our business. 
We have projects we 
support as part of our 
business strategy 
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partner with both private and social sectors to help it carry out this obligation. For many 
developing countries there is a significant opportunity for governments to harness current 
enthusiasm for CSR among enterprises and assist businesses in taking on a bigger role in 
social development, particularly under the global demands for responsible business 
practice (Kitthananan, 2010). Over the last decade, governments have joined other 
stakeholders in assuming a relevant role as drivers of CSR (Moon, 2004) and adopting 
public sector roles in strengthening CSR (Fox et al.2002). In as much as their values, 
visions, strategies and roles are different the two have partnered to enhance sustainable 
development which is a necessity. No doubt government actions are essential to creating 
an enabling environment for private sector development that diminishes risks, lowers 
costs and barriers of operation, and raises rewards and opportunities for competitive and 
responsible private enterprises. The challenge for governmental agencies in promoting a 
CSR agenda is to identify priorities, raise awareness, create incentives and support, and 
mobilize resources from cross-sectoral cooperation that are meaningful in the national 
context, as well as building on existing initiatives and capacities (Kithananan, 2010). 
 
Therefore governments have to ensure that CSR policy fits the business agenda, as well 
as taking into account the concerns of civil society in general. The relationship between 
private, social sectors and government is considered fundamental for sustainable 
development (Albareda et al. 2008). 
 
2.7. KENYA PIPELINE COMPANY LIMITED 
This is the primary organization where the research will be carried out. The company was 
chosen due to its CSR initiatives and that it is a parastatal organization meaning it is 
100% owned by the Government and compiles with the provisions of the State 
Corporations Act (Cap 446) of 1986. It was established on 6th September, 1973 but 
started commercial operations in 1978. The main objective of setting up the Company 
was to provide efficient, reliable, safe and cost effective means of transporting petroleum 
products from Mombasa to the hinterland (KPC, 2012). The Kenya Pipeline Company, 
KPC is located on Sekondi Road, Industrial Area in Nairobi. 
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KPC’s Mission 
To efficiently receive, store, transport and deliver petroleum products and provide related 
services while adhering to international standards, exceeding customer expectations and 
optimising value through continuous innovation. 
Organisational Structure 
The current organization structure comprises of Government appointed Board of 
Directors headed by a non-executive Chairman and a Management team under the 
Managing Director supported by three Chief Managers (Technical, Finance & Strategy 
and Human Resource & Administration) 
Departments 
There are eleven departments namely, Engineering, Operations, Business Development, 
Corporate Planning, Finance, Human Resources, Internal Audit, Information 
Communication Technology, Secretarial, Administration and Procurement which are 
headed by Managers.  
Sections 
There are three sections that fall under the Managing Director’s Office they are Corporate 
Communications, Secretariat and Security. 
KPC has ten service operating principles but will only mention the tenth that states giving 
back to society by engaging in Corporate Social Responsibility Programmes. 
2.7.1. CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY IN KENYA PIPELINE COMPANY 
Corporate Social Responsibility in Kenya Pipeline Company is carried out by the 
Corporate Communications section which is directly under the Managing Director. 
According to the KPC CSR policy statement of 2009 it states that Kenya Pipeline 
Company is committed to operating a Corporate Social Responsibility Programme that 
integrates social, environmental and economic concerns in a transparent and accountable 
manner. The Management shall ensure that objectives are established at relevant 
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functions and levels within the organization. These objectives shall be measurable and 
consistent with the CSR Policy. The CSR management structure comprises of the 
following:- 
i. KPC Board of Directors 
ii. Managing Director 
iii. CSR Committee 
iv. CSR Secretariat (Corporate Communications Section) 
The CSR committee members are drawn from the following departments: Finance, Audit, 
HR, Corporate Communications and Business Development. 
Funding for the CSR will come from the following areas, firstly one per cent of KPC’s 
Post- Tax Profits from the preceding year to be set aside for the CSR programme. 
Secondly contributions from employees, thirdly the company will endeavour to partner 
with community groups, NGOs Civil Society and other like-minded organizations to 
respond to emergencies when need arises and lastly five percent of the total CSR budget 
will be allocated to the MD to fund some of the projects initiated or received through 
his/her office but no single projected should be allocated more than 25% of the 5%. The 
areas that KPC will give priority to in funding as stated in the Policy 2009 are:- 
i. High School and Undergraduate University Education,  
ii. Youth Empowerment,  
iii. Health, Sanitation and water projects preference being given to projects along 
the Right of Way,  
iv. Energy Conservation and Environment Restoration along the Right of Way. 
v. Nationwide disasters 
Right of Way is the area where the pipeline passes all the way from Mombasa to Nairobi 
to Kisumu. For any request of more than Ksh. 100,000, a Board Paper will be prepared 
and given to the Board members who will deliberated on whether the request is in line 
with the KPC’s agendas. 
The objectives of the KPC CSR Policy are to provide a reference point to guide all 
stakeholders and a framework for setting goals and targets. While formulating the Policy 
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a number of ongoing contextual issues regarding economic, social, governance and 
Millennium Development Goals have been considered. 
The CSR Policy 2009 did not give any mention on allocation and control measures which 
left a loophole however a Draft Policy 2012 has made sure to include this section. The 
2012 draft states that for approval the Secretariat will prepare a preliminary report of all 
CSR requests received for further deliberations by the Committee. The Committee will 
then deliberate on the report and make recommendations for projects funding to the board 
through the office of the Managing Director. Lastly annual reports will be made to the 
Board on the projects sponsored emphasizing on output, outcome and impact. 
KPC has carried out a number of CSR activities Table 2.1 below shows some of the 
activities since the year 2010 to date:- 
Table 2.1 KPC CSR ACTIVITIES BETWEEN 2010 – 2012 
 
NO. 
 
DATE 
 
ORGANIZATION 
EVENT 
SPONSORED 
AMOUNT 
DONATED 
 
SECTOR 
1. 26/8/2010 Getrudes Childrens 
Hospital 
20thAnnual 
Fundraising 
Golf 
Tournament 
50,000.00 Health 
2. 01/9/2010 Agricultural 
Society of Kenya 
Sponsorship of 
year 2010 ASK 
projects 
200,000.00 Agriculture 
3. 03/9/2010 KENGEN Great Turkwel 
Race & 
Cultural 
Beauty Show 
462,000.00 Tourism 
4. 25/9/2010 KENGEN Great Turkwel 
Race & 
Cultural 
Beauty Show 
250,000.00 Tourism 
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5. 25/9/2010 Energy Regulatory 
Commission (ERC) 
Newspaper 
Supplement in 
the Daily 
Nation 
165,600.00 Safety 
6. 14/10/2010 Roho Kwa Roho 
Foundation 
Roho Kwa 
Roho 
Corporate 
Team 
Challenge 
150,000.00 Health 
7. 18/10/2010 Cerebral Palsy 
Society of Kenya 
Annual Charity 
Dinner 
30,000.00 Health 
8. 21/10/2010 Upper Manza 
Community Based 
Organization 
 
Upper Manza 
Community 
Based Org run 
 
100,000.00 Youth 
Empowermen
t  
9. 03/11/2010 Mombasa Healthy 
Lifestyle Centre 
Medical Camp 
in Mpeketoni- 
Lamu 
50,000.00 Health 
10. 18/3/2011 Kenya Golf Union 
African Zone VI 
Championships 
Kenya Golf 
Union African 
Zone VI 
Championships 
Golf 
Tournament 
250,000.00 Sports 
11. 22/3/2011 Eldoret Polytechnic 
International 
Conference 
Support for 
researchers, 
academicians 
& industrial 
professionals. 
professionals 
100,000.00 Education 
12. 23/3/2011 Catholic University Community 
Service Day-
40,000.00 Education 
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Award for best 
student in 
Diploma and 
higher 
Diploma in 
HRM 
 13. 23/3/2011 ICPAK 
2011 
fundraising 
Golf 
Tournament of 
bright needy 
students 
 Education 
 14. 31/3/2011 
Mukuru Kwa 
Njenga Ward 
Tree planting 
activity at 
Mukuru Kwa 
Njenga village 
20,000.00 Environment 
 15. 23/5/2011 
Sisters of the Poor 
Home for the Aged-
Msa 
Roof 
rehabilitation 
30,000.00 Health 
 16. 02/6/2011 
Kenya Society for 
The Blind 
Annual Charity 
Golf Day at 
Muthaiga Golf 
Club 
10,000.00 Health 
 17. 27/7/2011 
Muthaiga Golf 
Club 
Muthaiga Club 
night 
sponsorship 
60,000.00 Sports 
 04/8/2011 
Maritini Primary 
School 
Assistance 
towards the 
school’s 
development 
506,000.00 Education 
 19. 24/8/2011 Kianda School 
Kianda 
Scholarship 
Fund 50,000.00 
Education 
 20. 07/9/2011 
Mwea Classic 
Marathon 
Mwea Classic 
Marathon 250,000.00 
Youth 
Empowermen
t 
 21. 09/9/2011 
Getrudes Childrens 
Hospital 
21st Annual 
Fundraising 
Golf 
Tournament 100,000.00 
Health 
 
 22. 15/9/2011 
Petroleuom 
Institute of East 
Corporate 
donations 100,000.00 
Disaster 
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Africa (PIEA) towards Sinai 
fire victims 
 23. 17/9/2011 
Lake Nakuru 
National Park 
Action Committee 
Cycle with the 
Rhino 
Fundraising 500,000.00 
Wildlife 
 24. 22/9/2011 
Water Resource 
Management 
Authority 
KISAT river 
catchment 
protection and 
clean up event 50,000.00 
Water 
25. 24/9/2011 Nairobi Hospice 
Nairobi 
Hospice annual 
charity walk 10,000.00 
Health 
 26. 26/9/2011 
Tom Mboya 
Memorial Marathon 
Tom Mboya 
memorial 
marathon 500,000.00 
Education 
 27. 06/10/2011 
Kirembere 
Seconday School 
Donation of 
text books 
during prize 
giving day 50,000.00 
Education 
 28. 11/11/2011 
Roho Kwa Roho 
Foundation 
Roho Kwa 
Roho 
Corporate 
Team 
Challenge 150,000.00 
Health 
 29. 04/11/2011 
Mombasa Healthy 
Lifestyle Centre 
Medical Camp 
in Mpeketoni- 
Lamu 50,000.00 
Health 
 30. 13/10/2011 
District 
Commissioner's 
Office- 
Changamwe 
Mashujaa day 
celebrations 20,000.00 
Security 
 31. 13/11/2011 
Karima Secondary 
School 
 
 
Fundraising 
Ceremony to 
construct 2 
classes 20,000.00 
Education 
 32. 06/02/2012 Peter Ihatika 
Request for old 
company clinic 
wheel chair ---------- 
Youth 
Empowermen
t 
 33. 02/10/2012 
Roho Kwa Roho 
Foundation 
Roho Kwa 
Roho 
Corporate 
Team 
Challenge 150,000.00 
Health 
 34. 15/2/2012 Kenya Diabetes Diabetes 50,000.00 
Health 
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Management charity 
tournament at 
Muthaiga 
 35. 20/2/2012 
Dr. Robert Ouko 
Primary School 
Assistance 
towards school 
project 100,000.00 
Education 
 36. 
  03/12/2012 
Management 
Environmental 
Network 
Environmental 
cleanup & 
civic education 
at Otonglo 
market and 
Keotenti  AIC 
church 20,000.00 
Environment 
 37. 29/3/2012 
Marungu secondary 
school 
Assistance 
towards 
equiping 
school 
laboratory 200,000.00 
Education 
 38. 04/4/2012 
Life Bloom 
Services 
International 
Rehabilitation 
of sex workers 
in Naivasha 20,000.00 
Youth 
Empowermen
t 
 39. 25/5/2012 
Office of the 
President- 
Changamwe 
Madaraka day 
celebration 20,000.00 
Security 
 40. 06/6/2012 
Makadara Advisory 
Council 
Day of African 
Child 
celebrations 100,000.00 
Youth 
Empowermen
t 
 41. 06/6/2012 
Voi Secondary 
School 
Sinking a 
borehole in the 
school 100,000.00 
Water 
 
2.8. CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this chapter was to give an in depth literature review of corporate social 
responsibility and development. In chapter 3, the research methodology used to complete 
the study will be discussed in detail. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1. INTRODUCTION    
The preceding chapter dealt with concepts of corporate social responsibility and 
development and how the two relate to each other. This chapter will concentrate on the 
research methodology used. The strengths and flaws associated with the selected research 
method will be discussed at length. Subsequently the data collection methods as well as 
the methodological constraints are looked into in detail. 
 
3.2. RESEARCH APPROACH AND DESIGN 
The research conducted was qualitative in nature using an explorative questionnaire and 
interviews to collect the data.  A qualitative research is like any other research, it seeks to 
find answers to questions. Denzin and Lincoln (1994), state that qualitative research 
focuses on interpretation of phenomena in their natural settings to make sense in terms of 
the meanings people bring to these settings.  According to Pope and Mays (1995), 
qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings in an effort to discover the 
meanings seen by those who are being researched rather than that of the researcher. Van 
Maanen (1983:9) defines qualitative techniques as an array of interpretive techniques 
which seek to describe, decode, translate and otherwise come to terms with the meaning, 
not the frequency, of certain more or less naturally occurring phenomena in the social 
world. Sekaran (1992:7) describes the purpose of conducting research as one to generate 
more knowledge and an understanding of phenomena that occur and to build theories 
based upon research results.  
 
This research was primarily conducted to explore corporate social investment as a means 
to promote development looking at Kenya Pipeline Company as the case study. CSI 
being a sensitive topic for any organisation a qualitative approach to the questions was 
best as it allows for more comprehensive data to be collected for analysis. The research 
design that was picked was exploratory due to the fact that the researcher wants to gain a 
greater understanding into the topic.An exploratory design is conducted about a research 
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problem when there are few or no earlier studies to refer to. The focus is on gaining 
insights and familiarity for later investigation or undertaken when problems are in a 
preliminary stage of investigation (USC, 2012). The exploratory research design, as the 
name suggests, involves getting a feel of the situation and emphasises a discovery of 
ideas and possible insights that may help in identifying areas of further rigorous study 
(Egyankosh, 2012). 
 
3.3. SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH AND CASE STUDY 
The population of the study must be carefully chosen, clearly defined, and specifically 
delimited in order to set precise parameters for ensuring discreteness to the population. 
Leedy (1993:17).The research was limited to the employees of the Kenya Pipeline 
Company and more so the Headquarters in Nairobi. This is because most if not all 
corporate social responsibility requests have to be decided and processed from here. The 
main respondents were employees from the corporate communication section as CSI falls 
under their mandate. That said other employees from different departments were also 
sought as they have some influence by proxy and to also get to know what the 
respondents know.  The Government of Kenya were to be part of the research but due to 
time constraints and lack of access they could not be interviewed. However this did not 
compromise the research considering that the Government of Kenya only allocate the 
money, how it is distributed is solely up to the company who have to account for it. 
 
3.4.  DATA COLLECTION METHODS 
The research used the following methods to collect both primary and secondary data. 
Leedy & Ormrod, (2005) state researchers need to collect data from either primary or 
secondary sources in order to provide adequate information and the comparativeness of 
the data. Researchers might use observation, interviews, objects, written documents, 
audiovisual materials, electronic documents (e.g. e-mail messages, Web-sites) and 
anything else that can help answer research questions (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005). 
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3.4.1. Interviews 
An interview according to Frey and Oishi (1995:1) is a purposeful conversation in which 
one person asks prepared questions (interviewer) and another answers them 
(respondent).The interview structure chosen is semi-structured or open-ended. Open-
ended questions allow the interviewer, if they wish, to probe deeper into the initial 
responses of the respondent to gain a more detailed answer to the question (Wimmer and 
Dominick 1997:156). Semi-structured interviews play an important role in the 
development of exploratory models and the preparation for systematic forms of 
investigation (Weller, 1998). Face to face interviews was chosen because of the following 
advantages. 
 Face-to-face interviews offer advantages in terms of data quality. More than any 
other survey delivery mode, a face-to-face survey allows researchers a high 
degree of control over the data collection process and environment (Groves and 
Khan, 1979). 
 Face-to-face interviews can be significantly longer. The additional length allows 
researchers the opportunity to ask more questions, longer questions, more detailed 
questions, more open-ended questions, and more complicated or technical 
questions (Groves and Khan, 1979). 
 These interviews yield highest response rates in survey research (Leedy and 
Ormrod, 2001). 
 Face to face interviews also allow the researcher to clarify ambiguous answers 
and when appropriate, seek follow-up information (Leedy and Ormrod, 2001). 
 
The interviews were semi-structured in nature because they combined the flexibility of 
the unstructured, open-ended interviews with the directionality and agenda of the survey 
instrument to produce focused qualitative, textual data at the factor level. The questions 
on a semi-structured interview are pre-formulated but the answers to those questions are 
open-ended, they can be fully expanded at the discretion of the interviewer and the 
interviewee and can be enhanced by probes (Schensul et al, 1999:149). The interviews 
done were few and targeted specific respondents who have direct influence to the 
corporate social responsibility. Seidman, (2006) states that for the initial questions they 
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should be open-ended as it allows the participant to explore their experiences and go in 
different directions with their responses then the follow-up or probing questions not to be. 
The probes were based on the content of answers, and they provided options for possible 
follow-up questions (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009).  
The respondents were emailed beforehand to make an appointment and give them a 
chance to schedule an appointment of when they would be free. To gather accurate data a 
tape recorder as well as interview notes were used and notes transcribed.  
 
3.4.2. Questionnaire 
Lancaster (2005) asserts that questionnaires are the most widely used means of data 
collection and depending on their design can vary greatly according to their structure, 
purpose, how they are administered, method of analysis and interpretation. The 
questionnaire design is exploratory since the data to be collected is qualitative and is not 
to be statistically evaluated, it may be that no formal questionnaire is needed (FAO, 
1997). Some advantages of questionnaires as stated by Milne (1999) are:- 
 The responses are gathered in a standardised way, so questionnaires are more 
objective, certainly more so than interviews.  
 Generally it is relatively quick to collect information using a questionnaire. 
However in some situations they can take a long time not only to design but also 
to apply and analyse. 
 Potentially information can be collected from a large portion of a group. This 
potential is not often realised, as returns from questionnaires are usually low. 
However return rates can be dramatically improved if the questionnaire is 
delivered and responded to in class time.  
Milne (1999) states the disadvantages of questionnaires as:-  
  Questionnaires, like many evaluation methods occur after the event, so 
participants may forget important issues.  
 Questionnaires are standardised so it is not possible to explain any points in the 
questions that participants might misinterpret. This could be partially solved by 
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piloting the questions on a small group of students or at least friends and 
colleagues. It is advisable to do this anyway.  
 Open-ended questions can generate large amounts of data that can take a long 
time to process and analyse. One way of limiting this would be to limit the space 
available to students so their responses are concise or to sample the students and 
survey only a portion of them.  
 Respondents may answer superficially especially if the questionnaire takes a long 
time to complete. The common mistake of asking too many questions should be 
avoided. 
 If possible the questionnaire should be anonymous. 
Struwig and Stead (2001: 91) suggested that the following general guidelines be 
considered when designing the questionnaire: 
 Start with questions that are easy to answer;  
 Proceed from general to specific questions;  
 Ask sensitive questions last;  
 Avoid technical jargon; 
 Minimise the number of questions to avoid respondent fatigue.  
 Provide precise and clear instructions on how to answer the questions;  
 Divide questions into logical sections by subject; 
 
The questionnaire was the primary source of data this was because it allowed the 
researcher to collect the needed information to carry out this research. Furthermore this 
allowed the researcher to get answers from the respondents that were not limited to 
specific answers but also gather information that would be easy to analyse. Keeping in 
mind the pros and cons the questionnaire was structured with both had both open and 
closed ended questions (see Appendix 1). Frazer and Lawley (2000) are adamant that a 
cover letter should accompany each questionnaire which serves as an introduction to the 
survey and attempts to motivate people to respond. 
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3.4.3.  Document review 
Leedy (1989:66) notes that the more knowledgeable you are the better you will be to 
understand your problem. The purpose of a document review is not only to identify and 
analyse all information written about a topic but to also gain insight and understanding 
the problem.The document review process provides you with a systematic procedure for 
identifying, analysing, and deriving useful information from these existing documents 
(World Bank, 2007). In document reviews, we use secondary data already collected and 
reported. This is called secondary data because often they were gathered by someone else 
for purposes other than your project (Wasek, 2012). According to World Bank (2007:1) 
below are some of the advantages and disadvantages of using document review as a 
method of data collection. 
ADVANTAGES 
 Information contained in extant document(s) is independently verifiable. 
 The document review process can be done independently, without needing to 
solicit extensive input from other sources. 
 Document review is typically less expensive than collecting the data on your own. 
DISADVANTAGES 
 Information in the document(s) may represent a perspective that is not aligned 
with the needs assessment project. 
 Data in the document source(s) may not be exactly what you want for the needs 
assessment. 
 Obtaining and analysing necessary documents can be a time consuming process. 
 You are not able to control the quality of data being collected and must rely on the 
information provided in the document(s) to assess quality and usability of the 
source(s). 
Document review allows the researcher to review an array of documents such as public 
records, personal documents and physical evidence. This data collection method was 
chosen because it is a secondary data source to supplement interviews, questionnaires and 
exploratory to generate questions for interviews, surveys or identify events to be 
observed (University of Arizona, 2005). The documents that were reviewed were Kenya 
Pipeline Company’s Communication Policy, Corporate Social Responsibility Policy, a 
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sample of Board Papers that have been generated and various requests from the 
beneficiaries. 
3.5. LIMITATIONS 
This research aims to highlight Kenya Pipeline Company’s corporate social responsibility 
initiatives in line to development. The community development initiatives were not 
visited as they are mostly based outside Nairobi thus progress reports were sort. The 
interviewees were mostly senior officials and they securing interviews proved difficult 
due to busy schedules. Only talking to respondents from the KPC Headquarters did not 
help fully as some of the out stations receive requests from communities who live near 
the way leave. Profiling only KPC omits other companies whose corporate social 
responsibility initiatives are very interesting and of value in the development agenda. 
3.6.  CONCLUSION  
This chapter has provided a review of the research methodology employed in the 
research. The table below shows the nature of the research:- 
Table 3.1: Summary of research design. 
Level of decision  Choice 
Research type  Exploratory 
Research paradigm  Radical Humanist 
Research strategy Single case study 
Research technique Interviews, questionnaires and 
document review 
Organization Kenya Pipeline Company 
Timeline 1 February to 30 October 
Subject An exploration of corporate social 
investment as a means to promote 
development: A case study of Kenya 
Pipeline Company. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the results that were obtained from the qualitative data as stated in the 
previous chapter are presented.  However it is necessary to note that corporate social 
responsibility in Kenya is a fairly new phenomenon and the different organisations that 
practice it may be a little sensitive to divulge information. Having stated that Kenya 
Pipeline Company was as forth coming as could be expected. In this chapter I attempt to 
obtain answers to the pertinent questions thus the data is summarised and presented in a 
well organised manner. 
4.2.  RESULTS FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
The questionnaire is divided into two parts, Section A deals with the demographics of 
respondents. This entailed gender, job group and number of years worked at the 
organisation and Section B that deals with the main issue of CSR. What is included is the 
organisation’s CSR policy, how it is run, what can be done to improve it and so forth as 
will be further discussed below. As stated in the previous chapter a total of 50 
questionnaires were to be distributed randomly within the headquarters of KPC but upon 
further analysis the researcher decided to increase the number to 90 to give room in the 
eventuality that not all respondents returned their questionnaires and secondly to collect 
more data for a wider analysis. Having said that a total of 58 duly completed 
questionnaires were returned the response is deemed acceptable, since response rates for 
questionnaire surveys are often found to be low (Collis & Hussey 2003).   
4.3.  ANANLYSIS FROM SECTION A 
The first question was about gender, 60.3 percent was male and 39.7 percent was female 
as indicated in table 4.1 below. The majority of the respondents were male which is not 
surprising considering that Kenya Pipeline Company is in the engineering sector with 
more males on the technical side.  
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Table 4.1 Gender make-up 
Gender Number Percentage 
Male 35 60.3 
Female 23 39.7 
TOTAL 58 100 
Source: Kenya Pipeline Company, Questionnaire, June 2013 
    
The second question was which level of management the respondents fall under, 55.1 per 
cent in management and 44.9 per cent in union as indicated in table 4.2 below. Staff fell 
into the various categories depending on their educational background and position that 
they have been employed to; hence a number of the respondents are in the union and 
management levels. Top management has only 3 employees whose main mandate is the 
strategic running of the organisation. Unfortunately there was no respondent from this 
category.  
Table 4.2 Level of management 
Level Number Percentage 
Top Management 0 0 
Management 32 55.1 
Union 26 44.9 
Total 58 100 
 Source: Kenya Pipeline Company, Questionnaire, June, 2013     
The third question respondents answered was the number of years worked at KPC and the 
options available were 0-2 years 6.8 percent, 3-5 years 13.8 percent, 6-9 years 20.7 
percent and 10 years and above 58.6 percent. Majority of the respondents have worked in 
the organization for over 10 years which could mean they may have a better 
understanding of the running of the CSR within the organization or be well informed as 
they have seen the inception of CSR. Table 4.3 below indicates the responses. 
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Table 4.3 Number of years worked 
Years Number Percentage 
0-2 years 4 6.8 
3-5 years 8 13.8 
6-9 years 12 20.7 
10 years and above 34 58.6 
Total 58 100 
    Source: Kenya Pipeline Company, Questionnaire, June, 2013    
4.4. ANALYIS FROM SECTION B 
The questions in this section were about the main issue of corporate social responsibility. 
This was to establish whether the respondents are aware of CSR within their organisation 
and how it works. The questions in this section were both semi structured to guide as well 
as give the respondents room in their answers and structured also since what was needed 
was straight forward response. The analysis was done and presented below. 
 Are you conversant with KPC’s CSR policy? 
A large number of the respondents were not familiar with the organisations policy in 
regards to corporate social responsibility. Less than five respondents were familiar with 
the policy. 
 Do you know the department or section that coordinate CSR issues? 
Out of the fifty eight questionnaires that were returned all respondents answered yes to 
being aware of who coordinate the CSR this was due to the in house magazine run by the 
Corporate Communications section that updates the company on the latest CSR activities. 
 KPC’s CSR commitments. 
Forty respondents know that the organisation has CSR commitments, twelve respondents 
said no and six were not sure. 
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 Level at which CSR is implemented within the organisation. 
The company’s management seems to be the level at which CSR is implemented 
according to forty five respondents; ten said it is carried out a departmental level and 
three answered at an individual employee level. 
 How beneficial is CSR to the various stakeholders? 
The options provided for the respondents that got no answer were the customer, 
shareholder and supplier. Forty respondents believe the communities are the largest 
benefactors to CSR followed by the employees with fourteen and the environment with 
four. 
 Who in your view is responsible for driving the CSR in the organisation? 
Thirty respondents answered other and stated the Corporate Communications, twenty for 
the Managing Director, five for the Board of Directors and three believe staff responsible 
for driving CSR. 
 Factors that affect the allocation of funds to a CSR initiative. 
The factor that affects the allocation of funds to a large extend is the right of way 
communities with a majority answering with option 5(greater extent). Location of the 
project and financial resources available also play a role in how the funds are distributed. 
Respondents answered between 2-3 (small/moderate extent) for the other options such as 
managing director, decision process and political influence. 
 Has KPC helped in alleviating the developmental issues faced in Kenya? 
The three main developmental areas that respondents answered positively to were 
education to the needy, health care issues and community development. Water supply in 
arid regions and environmental issues came a lowly second with some respondents 
feeling that the company has only contributed to a small extent. National disasters 
received no consideration according to the respondents. 
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 How can issues concerning CSR and development be improved at KPC? 
Thirty of the respondents answered that changing the request procedures would help in 
improving the issues. A few respondents further explained that there is too much power 
to one individual and this could cause the allocation of funds be somehow skewed. 
Twenty respondents answered that reduction of political interference would help in 
dealing with issues. Being a parastatal organisation some requests come from top 
officials in the Energy sector on where the funding should be channeled. Involving staff 
more and changing the culture tied with 9 respondents each who see this could improve 
the issues that are present.  
 Suggestion of other measures that may be put in place to ensure successful 
implementation of CSR. 
 A few suggestions were mentioned are listed below:- 
 Making the CSR policy more available to staff as a number of respondents had 
not ever heard or seen the document.  
 Allocation of funds should not only be marginalised to one area as this was 
dependent on whom the Managing Director is at the time since he is the one who 
has the final say.  
 Any amount over Ksh. 100,000 the MD decides if the cause is worthy and any 
amount over Ksh. 500,000 requires a board paper written so as to be presented to 
the board for justification. This process stifles development considering the 
amount is very small in the case of the MD’s approval, the amount for board 
approval needs to be increased to Ksh. 1,000,000 as it is significantly bigger and 
thus more development projects can be taken without having the red tape blocking 
the requests. 
 Report on the CSR activities in a transparent manner to make staff more aware 
and for accountability purposes. 
 Publish  information of the spending on CSR activities that should be readily 
available 
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 More media coverage so that the public is more aware of what KPC does towards 
CSR and development of the nation. 
4.5.  RESULTS FROM THE INTERVIEWS 
The information collected from the interviews is presented in themes and categories; this 
was because it made it easier for the researcher to present the findings. The themes are 
the main idea or topic in the discussion and in this case it was CSR within the Kenya 
Pipeline Company. The categories were a group of things possessing some quality or 
qualities in common. The themes are based from the sub questions discussed in Chapter 
1; this was the most logical option as it will help in the long run with the research 
question. The first question in the interview was to give the researcher more insight on 
the respondent as their reply could give more understanding as to how they view and 
comprehend the company and its CSR policies and ventures. A number of those 
interviewed have worked at Kenya Pipeline Company for over 10 years, a mix of both 
management and union employees were targeted as they represented the workforce also 
so as to get more insight and make the research more authentic. 
 What is KPCs policy and mandate in regards to Corporate Social Investment? 
In order to establish whether the respondents knew what KPCs CSR policy the researcher 
had to establish whether they knew what CSR is firstly. A number of the respondents 
were aware of what corporate social responsibility is and how it affected them 
individually and as a company. Here are some responses from the respondents,  
 
“Corporate Social Responsibility allows us to operate within the communities that 
live along the area where our pipes pass. We take care of them they take care of 
us.” 
“Corporate Social Responsibility is when the company looks out for its 
neighbours and helps them out in ways that deem fit for them.” 
“CSR is when a company does good deeds to maintain a positive image for the 
public.” 
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With a fair understanding of what CSR is the next step was to find out if they knew what 
Kenya Pipeline’s mission or mandate was. Very few knew that there is a CSR policy and 
even where it can be accessed. A larger number of the respondents didn’t have any clue 
as to how the CSR is carried out. Below is a sample of interview responses from some 
respondents, 
“KPC’s mandate is firstly to the communities living along the right of way    
because they are our immediate neighbours as they let the pipeline pass through 
their land.” 
“I have never seen any policy in regards to corporate social responsibility and the 
company.” 
“Is there a mission required for CSR?” 
“No I don’t know about that.” 
The various responses give an insight that the respondents though may know what 
corporate social responsibility is on a personal level they aren’t aware how it is tied up 
with the company and community at a whole.  
 What development initiatives has KPC carried out? 
Most if not all respondents answered positively in the questions that sum up the sub 
problem question. All knew at least a category if not more of the CSR activities. The 
main ones mentioned were education, health and community development. The 
respondents who brought up community development were asked to give examples of 
these, building of churches, perimeter walls on public institutions, painting of classrooms, 
and donation of clothes and shoes. The respondents were also asked how in their view 
KPC was fairing in the developmental front which garnered positive responses. Some 
responses went further to explain when prodded. 
“Development should not only be seen as a government task, we as KPC can 
make a difference by enhancing the life of the communities around us. For 
example KPC has drilled boreholes in Wajir, Kenya which is a very arid area but 
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by providing water we have provided food, jobs a sense of self-reliance without 
always having to rely on aid.” 
 
 Are the different stakeholders consulted and involved in the development 
initiatives? 
All respondents said that request letters had to be sent from the different groups who 
wanted assistance. However after the request is received some respondents didn’t seem to 
know who gave the go ahead. The Corporate Communications Section was mentioned as 
the section that decided where the funding goes. Also the Managing Director and the 
Chief Managers were considered to have a major influence on where the CSR budget is 
spent. One respondent said, 
“Being a government institution we have to acknowledge that there will be   
some political influence on which requests get funding, regardless of whether or 
not they fall within the company’s policy.” 
Another fact that came out was that the communities who lived along the right of way 
were to be given the first priority and they didn’t even have to ask. Some respondents felt 
it was the company’s duty to go out to them before they came to ask and discover what 
they would be in dire need of.  
The amount requested for also can be a hindrance on whether a group will receive 
funding towards development. Since the managing director has the final say on the 
amount given, he may reduce the amount and this affects any plans by the group 
requesting. The reduction is not necessarily made after discussion with the stakeholders 
or any staff who may be on the ground and know exactly what the situation is.  
 How can all stakeholders work together to promote development? 
 
According to the respondents the most important thing is for the CSR policy to be made 
more readily available to the employees so that they have the manual and codes of what 
the company’s agenda is. Other respondents felt that transparency on how the funds are 
distributed would help with monitoring the CSR and development. Communication was 
also a factor that was mentioned towards monitoring thus making staff more aware of 
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what initiatives were being carried out. This could be done by putting up the development 
ventures on the intranet or the in-house journal Kenpipe News. In addition reports need to 
be done on a quarterly basis for the auditors to be aware of how the CSR budget is spent 
and accountability purposes. Once sensitized the staff have the option to assist and even 
suggest ways and means to improve the development ventures for the various 
communities. Some respondents felt that the response time between request letter being 
received and funds given towards development needs to be shorter so as to tackle the 
issues faster. For all the stakeholders to benefit a respondent suggested decentralizing the 
process,  
 
“Decentralizing of the request process to be handled by heads at different area 
managers will benefit all stakeholders as the area managers can deploy staff to 
check on the validity of the request and when funds disbursed follow up can be 
done easily.” 
A number of the respondents answered positively when asked if they felt the future was 
bright in regards to the company and CSR.  A number felt with a few changes made here 
and there then the CSR docket would achieve its mandate and help in the development 
ventures going forward. Some felt that with various factors that influence negatively on 
the CSR, development progress wouldn’t be made. 
4.6.     RESULTS FROM THE DOCUMENT REVIEW 
The documents that were available to the researcher to analyse were only two and both 
drafts, the Corporate Social Responsibility Policy and the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Procedures. Both the Policy and Procedures documents are drafts this was 
because there has been no official policy in place and so the company is putting together 
the necessary documents. The objective of this policy is to provide a reference point to 
guide all stakeholders, on the elements that drive the conduct KPC’s business and 
relationships in the environment in which we operate (Draft CSR Policy, 2009).  
Following are considered stakeholders Government customers, employees, regulators, 
investors, suppliers, the general public, various communities and the environment (Draft 
CSR Policy, 2009). This scope is quite large and some of the stakeholders may benefit 
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more than others, there is also a repetition for instance various communities and the 
general public, clarity may be needed there. 
 
As per the policy, the areas of focus are education, water, health and sanitation, sports; 
youth empowerment and national disasters. However 5% of the total CSR budget will be 
allocated to the MD to fund some of the projects initiated or received through his/her 
office. No single project should be allocated more than 25% of the 5% (Draft CSR 
Policy, 2009). This is a good measure since the MD’s office has its own budget thus other 
projects can get considered in accordance with the focus areas and stakeholders. An 
added bonus to the proposed policy is the formation of a CSR management structure to 
include KPC board, MD, CSR committee drawn from the different departments/ sections 
and the CSR secretariat from the Corporate Communications Section. 
 
According to the Draft CSR Procedures 2009, the objective of the policy procedures is to 
ensure that KPC’s CSR activities are focused and achieve the desired impact thus 
meaning not being everything to everyone thus deploying all manner of resources to 
assuage the needs of all sectors without making real impact. The principles on project 
allocation/support are stated clearly approval, control measures and funding are in place. 
The CSR committee has a larger mandate which would be to deliberate on the report 
prepare by the Secretariat and make recommendations for projects worth funding to the 
board. Also annual reports will be made to the Board on the projects emphasizing on 
output, outcome and impact. Funding will only be to legally constituted and registered 
Community Based Organisations and NGO’s. 
 
Monitoring and evaluation of projects is necessary to ascertain the use of funds, 
especially projects involving large sums of money (Draft CSR Procedures, 2009). Visits 
and quarterly or bi-annual communication material be placed in the public media to 
generate the desired visibility on KPC’s work in the community is also a good way for all 
the stakeholders to benefit from the CSR. 
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4.7. SUMMARY 
This chapter presented a report on the questionnaires, interviews and document analysis 
carried out by the researcher. It has uncovered the role that is played by Kenya Pipeline 
Company’s Corporate Social Investment in regards to development. . 
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CHAPTER 5 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
5.1.  INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the findings obtained from the research are presented together with 
recommendations and a conclusion. Corporate Social Responsibility in most cases does 
not add any profits to an organisation nonetheless organisations want to promote their 
image and good standing amongst the communities which they operate is a must. That 
said organisations should look beyond what they can gain, the bottom line and instead 
look at how to promote development and sustainable transformation.  
The purpose of this research was to find out if Kenya Pipeline Company’s corporate 
social responsibility/investment has been successful in promoting development. 
5.2.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Following the data that was successfully collected and analysed, this has allowed the 
researcher to come up with the following findings in regard to the research questions. 
5.2.1.  First sub-question 
 What is KPC’s policy and mandate in regards to Corporate Social Investment? 
The researcher established that Kenya Pipeline Company has a policy though not written 
but more word of mouth that has not been reviewed for a while. KPC is only now in the 
process of creating a more up to date policy. Sadly a number of the employees are not 
even aware of what the current policy states which is unfortunate as it makes carrying out 
the company’s policy in regards to CSI tricky. The only documents available are the draft 
CSR Policy and draft CSR Procedures that are not available to the staff as yet. 
That said the policy available allocates priority to the communities that live along the 
right of way, whatever the request be it education, environmental, health they will all be 
considered. In the draft policy KPC tries to breakdown the key areas that their CSR will 
be geared to going forward.  
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The company needs to get its CSR policy and procedures documents concluded so that 
they can be the official guides. In addition to that the documents, or tenets of the policy 
and procedures need to be readily available to all the staff so they are more aware and not 
just a select few and the section or department that deals with CSR. 
5.2.2. Second sub-question 
What development initiatives has KPC carried out? 
Kenya Pipeline Company has carried out a number of development issues this can be due 
to the fact that the pipeline traverses across the country down from the port in Mombasa 
up-to the inland Eldoret and Kisumu. The needs vary depending on the location, the 
requests that come from the coastal region have requested for classrooms to be built, 
science laboratory equipment and even exercise books while the ones in the arid and semi 
regions have asked for boreholes to be drilled like in the case of Wajir.  
The researcher noticed that due to the varied requests there is no concrete agenda on 
which development initiatives the company will carry out. In Chapter 2 the researcher 
presented a table with a number of development initiatives carried out between the year 
2010 and 2012. 
KPC needs to decide what direction they want their CSR to head in, in terms of donations 
and when that is established get all the expertise and experienced members of society to 
partner together. That can also build a brand for the company apart from its core business 
and give it a human touch in the process. 
Transparency needs to be exercised and all initiatives that the company carries out need 
to be highlighted not only in the in-house newsletter but also on the company web page 
and also the intranet. Also highlighting of achievements via the media will help with the 
monitoring and evaluation process when accounting, defending for a higher budget and 
signing of performance contracts with the Government of Kenya. 
5.2.3.  Third sub-question 
Are the different stakeholders consulted and involved in the development initiatives? 
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From the study the researcher found that the different stakeholders are not consulted, this 
is due to the fact the requests come from the communities on the ground however the 
Managing Director has the last word on what initiatives are picked and what amount is 
put in. For the bigger amounts the board members are presented with a board paper that is 
prepared from the Corporate Communications section, from which they sit and deliberate 
on whether the cause is a worthy one. The draft CSR policy and procedures, talks of 
setting up of a committee that would have a larger mandate. 
 
Also established is that at times political influence which alters the outcome of the 
donation which is unfortunate since by the time the community based organization asks 
for help the amount they request for is to cover the whole cost of the project. Any 
deductions impact the project and its outcome greatly. 
 
The area managers who are on the ground and with better knowledge of the community 
and their needs are also not consulted thus some initiatives flop after taking off since the 
groups requesting for assistance are not run well and do not have the expertise within the 
group to carry them out. No follow-up is done once the donation is made thus no 
accountability giving room for funds to be misappropriated.  
5.2.4.  Fourth sub-question 
How can all stakeholders work together to promote development? 
The researcher established to promote development all stakeholders need to be held 
accountable to the community, the company and Government of Kenya as well. Follow-
up needs to be done all-round. When requests are sent it is better to either give the whole 
amount or help being requested or none at all. Any alterations have effects to the 
promotion of development. Area managers who are on the ground need to be consulted as 
they know the needs of the communities and may attest to whether the requests presented 
are necessary in the area. 
 
The time that lapses between requests from the community based organization and others 
to the time the funds are dispersed takes a while. This shows that the stakeholders are not 
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in cohesion and by the time the funds are sent may be put to use for another initiative all 
together. Communication methods and the bureaucracy that is experienced needs to 
looked into, since not every person can be given an appointment to see the managing 
director to request for sponsorship. The objective of the policy is to provide a reference 
point to guide all stakeholders, on the elements that drive KPC’s business and 
relationships in the environment in which they operate. 
 
Decentralization of power, so that it is not run from the headquarters in Nairobi with all 
requests having to pass through the managing director. As there are four area managers 
they should be tasked with some of the responsibility to respond to some of the requests 
that are in line with the KPC policy towards CSR. This would reduce the request to 
execution time. However requests that the area managers can handle should be to a 
certain amount and the larger amounts dealt with by the managing director and board of 
members.  
 
The researcher also recommends that staff be more involved in the company’s 
development agenda and not just left to the Corporate Communication section. A habit of 
volunteering needs to be inculcated within. 
5.3.   CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this research was so to establish whether corporate social 
investment/responsibility can be considered and even used as a driving force in 
development. For a long time CSR was seen as a PR venture by organizations trying to 
get recognition in the same time market themselves. This notion over few years has 
started to change because CSR can now it can be used to achieve sustainable 
transformation and governments have started to appreciate that. The Government of 
Kenya allocates big budgets towards CSR and whether directly or indirectly it helps in 
them achieving their objectives. According to May (2006:84) he states that CSI programs 
need to embrace pluralism and empower society at the same time. 
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Based on the above findings it is safe to say Kenya Pipeline Company has been doing 
something in its small capacity through its Corporate Social Investment initiatives to 
promote development. The company has not quite put its house in order in regards to CSI 
and a number of hindrances are present that do not allow for the smooth and seamless 
operating. Nevertheless the recommendations suggested can help KPC to improve on its 
CSI program 
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Appendix 1: QUESTIONNAIRE 
Dear Respondents,  
My name is Belinda Mulindi, a postgraduate student at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. 
As a partial fulfilment of my MA, I am carrying out a study on how Corporate Social 
Responsibility can be used to promote development with reference to Kenya Pipeline Company. 
Kindly spare a few minutes to fill the attached questionnaire as guided by enumerator. I assure 
you that all the responses given herein will be treated with utmost confidentiality and used 
strictly for the purposes of this academic study.  
 
Section A: Background Information (Please tick () appropriate answer) 
1. Please state your gender. 
 Male               Female 
2. Which level of management do you belong to? 
a. Top Management  
b. Management  
c. Union  
  
  
3. How long have you worked at KPC? 
a) 0-2 years 
b) 3-5 years 
c) 6-9 years 
d) 10 years and above                  
 
SECTION B: MAIN ISSUES 
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4. Are you conversant with KPC’s CSR policy? 
  Yes  No  
 
5. Are you aware if there is a specific department/ section that coordinate issues on 
CSR      at KPC? 
 
 Yes Yes  No  
 
6. Does KPC have any CSR commitments?  
Yes        No                         Not Sure       
 
7. At what level is CSR implemented at KPC? 
a) Individual Employee 
b) Department 
c) Company Management 
 
8. In your opinion, how beneficial is CSR to the following stakeholders KPC? 
 
 
 
 
Very Beneficial Somewhat 
Beneficial 
Neutral Not Beneficial 
Employee     
Customer     
Shareholder     
Supplier     
Community     
Environment 
     
 
9. In your own view, who is responsible for driving CSR at KPC? (Please tick () 
where appropriate) 
 
a)  Ministry of Energy 
b)  Board of Directors 
c)  Managing Director 
d)  Chief Managers 
e)  Heads of Department 
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f)  Heads of Sections 
g)  Staff 
h)  Others Specify     ----------------------------------------- 
10. To what extent do the following factors affect allocation of funds to a CSR 
initiative? Using  rating scale of 1 to 5 where 1= no extent, 2= small extent, 3= 
moderate extent, 4  = great extent, 5= very great extent 
Factor 1 2 3 4 5 
a) Government legislation and 
regulation 
     
b)  Board f Members      
c) Managing Director      
d) Right of Way communities      
e) Location of project      
f) Political influence      
g) CSR requests      
h) Financial resources available to 
implement  initiative initiatives 
     
i) Proc ss i volved n dec sion making       
 
11. Kenya is currently faced with developmental issues.  In your perspective and on a 
scale of 1-5 where; (1=no extent and 5 =large extent) to what extent has KPC 
helped in alleviating the problem through its CSR programme? 
Factors 1 2 3 4 5 
a) Education to the needy      
b) Health care issues      
c) Environmental issues      
d) Water supply to arid regions      
e) Community development      
f) National disasters      
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12. In your opinion, how can issues concerning CSR and development be improved at 
KPC? (Please tick () appropriate answer) 
a) By motivating staff   
b) Involving staff more   
c) Reducing political interference  
d) Building teamwork    
e) Changing the culture 
f) Changing the request procedures 
g) Others (Specify) 
  ........................................................................ 
  ........................................................................ 
  ........................................................................ 
  .......................................................................... 
  ......................................................................... 
13. Please suggest any other measures that may be put in place to ensure successful 
implementation of CSR at KPC. 
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
THANK YOU!!! 
 
 
Appendix 2: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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Dear Respondents,  
My name is Belinda Mulindi, a postgraduate student at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. 
As a partial fulfilment of my MA, I am carrying out a study on how Corporate Social 
Responsibility can be used to promote development with reference to Kenya Pipeline Company. 
Kindly spare a few minutes to have an interview with the enumerator. I assure you that all the 
responses given herein will be treated with utmost confidentiality and used strictly for the 
purposes of this academic study.  
 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Could you tell me about yourself and your responsibility/position in your KPC 
(background, experience, work etc.)? 
2. How do you define corporate social responsibility (CSR)? What does it mean to you? 
3. What is KPC’s mission in regards to CSR? 
4. How is CSR being communicated? Do you have any specific manuals and codes for 
your employees to follow? 
5. What categories of CSR does KPC pursue? 
6. How are the CSR initiatives executed? 
7. How is CSR monitored, how do you make sure that principles and rules are followed? 
8. On the developmental front how is KPC fairing? 
9. Do you feel like our program has benefited the various stakeholders? 
10. How does the future look for your company and your CSR engagements? 
 
 
 
THANK YOU 
 
 
 
